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Attitude/ Leadership Personality

Christina, you have an excellent understanding of the role having a positive attitude and good self-confidence plays in a
leadership role and continually work to develop and maintain both. You understand the importance of being able to
bounce back quickly from problems and other obstacles you may face as a leader, and are able to deal with difficult
situations with ease. You have certain ethical standards you keep and have clearly defined, for yourself, what being a
leader means.

Time Management

You have a healthy understanding of the importance of planning. You utilize planning tools to keep yourself organized,
and generally have your priorities in line. Good time management is important to you, but you leave enough leeway to
deal with interruptions or changes, when necessary. You spend a good amount of time planning, but not to the extreme.

Planning

You have some understanding of the planning process and the purpose and meaning of planning, as well as where
goals, standards or objectives come into play in the planning process. It would be beneficial to you, however, if you
developed an even stronger understanding of the responsibility planning bears with it, as well as its significance in the
overall success of the organization.

Organizing

Christina, you have a strong understanding of organization as it relates to leadership. You understand that organizing
involves people, processes and tools, and perceive the difference between organizing and planning. Since you
understand what encompasses organizing, you are capable of organizing projects and activities in an effective manner.
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Staffing

You have a strong understanding of the staffing process in leadership, as well as the principal focus of staffing. You know
the difference between aptitudes and behaviors, as well as the difference between skills and competencies. This
knowledge and understanding of the staffing process will enable you to better understand the problems involved in
employee selection, as well as the role training and development of employees plays in this leadership process will
further enhance your ability to lead.

Leading

Christina, you have a strong understanding of what comprises good leadership. You understand the importance of a
leader empowering his/her workforce and acting as a coach and mentor of others. You realize how important motivation
is in the leadership process and understand the various steps involved in managing a diverse workforce.

Facilitating

You have a very strong understanding of facilitation and control in the leadership process. You are able to define what
problems are and have devised some methods of effective problem-solving. You understand the purpose of policies,
rules and regulations in providing a nourishing environment for growth for team members, and can balance the need to
impose discipline, guidelines and procedures in the workplace with the need to value employees and encourage
creativity.
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Knowledge Scoresheet

Note: The preceding scores are represented on a scale of 1 to 9 which reflects the bell
curve of the general population. A score of 1 represents the lower end of the curve and a 9
represents the upper end. The individual scores reflect the person's knowledge of the
critical elements of leadership.

LEGEND

1 or 2 = Significantly below the optimum level of knowledge in this area
3 or 4 = Indicates a need for the person to become more knowledgeable in this area
5 or 6 = Represents average knowledge level of most leaders in this area
7 or 8 = Exceeds the knowledge level of most leaders in this area
9
= Knowledge in this area is significantly greater than that of most people
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